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pump. As a rule volute pumps are used for low and moderate pressures,
or where large volumes of water are being pumped. The introduction of
guide vanes adds expense to the pump, and they are generally only fitted
for higher heads or where the volume to be delivered is very small in com-
parison with the head. Different types of pump may be distinguished by
the way in which the impellers and casings are constructed. The principal
common varieties of impellers are shown in fig. 27, and the common forms
of casings and combinations in figs. 28 and 29.
Any of these varieties may be arranged either with the spindle vertical
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Fig. 27.—Principal Varieties of Impellers
or horizontal. The solid arm impeller, fig. 27, a, is used on cheap pumps, and
for comparatively low heads. Type i, fig. 27, is used on large and small pumps
for low heads, and when well designed will give remarkably good results.
The open-sided impeller c is common on very small cylinder jacket circu-
lating pumps on petrol motors, and in larger sizes is chiefly met in certain
American pumps. Type d is generally recognized as the standard design
for a high-efficiency low-, medium-, and high-lift pump, and is extensively
used either as a single inlet (fig. 28, a) or double inlet impeller. " Francis
type " impellers e are used when it is desirable to keep the size of the impeller
to the smallest possible dimensions. High-speed impellers/, with or without
a mid-rib, are quite a modern development introduced to enable high rotary
speeds to be adopted on low heads. They are made in single- and double-
flow form. Tubular impellers g in various modified forms are used on
pumps intended to deal with solid material in suspension in the water

